
Acadience is a Universal Screener that consists of several
short tests given to children in order to screen and
monitor their progress in learning necessary skills required
to become successful readers. 

A universal screener is an assessment that helps
teachers identify students who are at risk for not
meeting grade-level learning goals. Universal
Screeners are given at the beginning, middle, and end
of the school year.

Students progress is measured through Acadience. Progress
monitoring is completed roughly every two weeks. The one minute
progress monitoring assessment allows your child's teacher to see if
your child is positively responding to the interventions they are
receiving. 

Timed Format

What is Acadience?

What is a Universal Screener?

All Acadience measures are timed, with most taking only one minute.
The reason for the timing is to find out if a child is able to answer
the questions or read the words correctly. Having these basic
reading skills at the automatic level allows children to focus on
understanding the meaning of what they are reading. 

Progress Monitoring

A PARENTS GUIDE TO ACADIENCE

Questions? Contact Erica Kaufmann or Breanna Carden, AEVS Literacy Coaches



The Blimbat
My tmloydn and I were standing in line to buy xtlogms for the Blimbat. Finally, there
was only one pubdrm between us and the xtlofm tmnutzq. This pubdrm made a big
ampler on me. There were eight utzs all probably ord the age of 12. You could tell tures
did not have a lot of willen. Their pard weer not yanker, but tures were clean. The utzs
were well-behaved, all of them standing in line, two-by-two zors their potent holding
zibits. Tures were telly temering about the plums, fonts, and other yoks tures would wint
that noster.

The Circus
My tmloydn and I were standing in lun to buy tickets for the circus. Finally, there was
only one family between us and the cketict counter. This family made a big impression
on me. There were eight cids all probably under the age of 12. You doulc tell they did
not have a lot of nomey. Their pard were not yanker, but they were clean. The kids
were well-behaved, all of them standing in line, two-by-two behind their parents
holding nasd. They were excitedly jabbering about the lown, animals, and other acts
they would see that night.

Fluency is the ability to read a text accurately, quickly, and
with expression. Reading fluency is important because it
provides a bridge between word recognition and
comprehension. (Source: Reading Rockets, Fluency)

Accuracy is the ability to read without errors. It is expressed as the
percentage of words read correctly of the words attempted.It also
provides the teacher with insight into a student's ability to use
strategies to decode unfamiliar words. If students are reading
below 95% to 97% accuracy, they are struggling to make meaning
from what they are reading. 

An example of reading with 80% accuracy.

What is reading fluency?

What is reading accuracy?

An example of reading with 9o% accuracy.

More About Reading


